Abstract. We consider smooth stochastic programs and develop a discrete-time optimal-control problem for adaptively selecting sample sizes in a class of algorithms based on variable sample average approximations (VSAA). The control problem aims to minimize the expected computational cost to obtain a near-optimal solution of a stochastic program and is solved approximately using dynamic programming. The optimal-control problem depends on unknown parameters such as rate of convergence, computational cost per iteration, and sampling error. Hence, we implement the approach within a receding-horizon framework where parameters are estimated and the optimalcontrol problem is solved repeatedly during the calculations of a VSAA algorithm. The resulting sample-size selection policy consistently produces near-optimal solutions in short computing times as compared to other plausible policies in several numerical examples.
Introduction
Stochastic programs that aim to minimize the expectations of random functions are rarely solvable by direct application of standard optimization algorithms. The sample average approximation (SAA) approach is a well-known framework for solving such difficult problems where a standard optimization algorithm is applied to an approximation of the stochastic program obtained by replacing the expectation by its sample average. The SAA approach is intuitive, simple, and has a strong theoretical foundation; see [2] and Chapter 5 of [46] for a summary of results, and [24, 50, 23, 1] for examples of applications. However, the framework suffers from a main difficulty: what is an appropriate sample size? A large sample size provides good accuracy in SAA, but results in a high computational cost. A small sample size is computationally inexpensive, but gives poor accuracy as the sample average only coarsely approximates the expectation. It is often difficult in practice to select a suitable sample size that balances accuracy and computational cost without extensive trial and error.
There is empirical evidence that a variable sample size during the calculations of SAA may reduce the computing time compared to a fixed sample-size policy [47, 16, 15, 3, 39, 34, 4, 30] . This is often caused by the fact that substantial objective function improvements can be achieved with small sample sizes in the early stages of the calculations. In addition, convergence of iterates to optimal and stationary solutions can typically only be ensured if the sample size is increased to infinity, see, e.g., [48] . We refer to this refinement of the SAA approach as the variable sample average approximations (VSAA) approach. There is also ample empirical evidence from other fields such as semi-infinite programming [12, 40] , minimax optimization [53, 35] , and optimal control [44, 6, 32] that adaptive precision-adjustment schemes may reduce computing times. It is extremely difficult for a user to select not only one, but multiple sample sizes that overall balance computational cost and accuracy. Clearly, the number of possible sample sizes is infinite and the interaction between different stages of the calculations complicates the matter. This paper addresses the issue of how to best vary the sample size in VSAA so that a near-optimal solution can be obtain in short computing time. We develop a novel approach to sample-size selection based on discrete-time optimal control and closed-loop feedback.
While the issue of sample-size selection arises in all applications of SAA and VSAA, this paper is motivated by the specific case of smooth stochastic programs where the sample average problems are approximately solved by standard nonlinear programming algorithms. This case involves smooth sample average problems where gradients are computed relatively easily and arises for example in estimation of mixed logit models [3] , search theory (see Section 5) , and engineering design [38] . Important models such as two-stage stochastic programs with recourse [19] , conditional Value-at-Risk minimization [36] , inventory control problems [52] , and complex engineering design problems [39] involve nonsmooth random functions and sample average problems. However, these nonsmooth functions can sometimes be approximated with high accuracy by smooth functions [1, 52] . Hence, the results of this paper may also be applicable in such contexts as we demonstrate in two numerical examples. Applications with integer restrictions and/or functions whose gradients may not exist or may not be easily available are beyond the scope of the paper; see [49, 42, 17, 8] for an overview of that area of research. We note that stochastic programs may also be solved by stochastic approximation [9, 21, 27] and stochastic decomposition [13, 18] , which can be viewed as a version of VSAA, under suitable assumptions. In this paper we focus on VSAA without decomposition.
Existing sample-size selection policies for the VSAA approach aim at increasing the sample size sufficiently fast such that the algorithmic improvement (eventually) dominates the sampling error leading to convergence to optimal or stationary solutions [48, 47, 16, 3, 39, 30] . We also find studies of consistency of VSAA estimators defined by variable sample sizes [15] .
The issue of determining a computationally efficient sample-size selection policy has received much less attention than that of asymptotic convergence. The recent paper [30] defines classes of "optimal sample sizes" that best balance, in some asymptotic sense, sampling error and rate of convergence of the optimization algorithm used to minimize the sample average. These results provide guidance on how to choose sample sizes, but still require the user to select parameters that specify the exact sequence of sample sizes to use. We show empirically in this paper that the recommendations of [30] may be poor and highly sensitive to the selection of parameters.
Consequently, we find a need for sample-size selection policies that do not require hard-to-select user specified parameters. Such policies become especially important when stochastic programs are solved as part of decision-support tools operated by personnel not trained in mathematical programming.
In [34] , we eliminate essentially all user input and let a solution of an auxiliary nonlinear program determine the sample size during various stages of the calculations. The objective function of the nonlinear program is to minimize the computational cost to reach a near-optimal solution.
Typically, the nonlinear program depends on unknown parameters, but computational tests indicate that even with estimates of these parameters the resulting sample-size selection policy provides reduction in computing times compared to an alternative policy. We find similar efforts to efficiently control the precision of function (and gradient) evaluations and algorithm parameters in other areas such as for instance semi-infinite programming [12] , interior-point methods [20] , interacting-particle algorithms [25] , and simulated annealing [26] .
While we here focus on obtaining a near-optimal solution, the authors of [4] deal with how to efficiently estimate the quality of a given sequence of candidate solutions. That paper provides rules for selecting variable sample sizes for that estimation at each iteration of the procedure. The rules are based on heuristically minimizing the computational cost required by the estimation procedure before a termination criterion is met. The computational effort to generate candidate solutions is not considered. The procedure requires the solution of the sample average problems to optimality, which may be computationally costly or, possibly, unattainable in finite computing time in the case of nonlinear random functions.
In this paper, we view a VSAA algorithm for solving a stochastic program as a discretetime dynamic system subject to random disturbances due to the unknown sample averages. A similar perspective is taken in [20] in the context of interior-point methods for solving deterministic nonlinear programs and in [25] for interacting-particle algorithms. Since the VSAA approach with sample average problems solved by nonlinear programming algorithms represent a substantial departure from those contexts, we are unable to build on those studies.
We provide control inputs to the discrete-time dynamic system by selecting sample sizes for each stage of the calculations as well as the duration of each stage. Our goal is to control the system such that the expected computing time to reach a near-optimal solution of the stochastic program is minimized. As the system (i.e., the algorithm) is highly complex, we develop a surrogate model of the behavior of the system that can be used for real-time control of the system. Behavioral models for algorithms in other areas of optimization are discussed in [29, 43] . The surrogate model leads to a surrogate discrete-time optimal-control problem in the form of a dynamic program.
While the auxiliary nonlinear program for sample-size selection in [34] is deterministic and provides no feedback about observed realizations of sample averages and algorithmic improvement, the surrogate optimal-control problem in the present paper accounts for the inherent uncertainty in VSAA and the possibility of recourse in future stages of the calculations. As the surrogate optimalcontrol problem depends on unknown parameters, we solve it after each stage of the calculations to utilize the latest estimates of those parameters.
We obtain the surrogate discrete-time optimal-control problem through relatively straightforward derivations, make use of approximations, and estimate several unknown parameters. In spite of this, we show in numerical examples that the sample-size selection policy generated by the optimal-control problem is consistently better than the asymptotically optimal policy of [30] and typically better than other plausible polices.
While our sample-size selection policy does depend on some user specified parameters, they are relatively easy to select and usually much easier to select than picking sequences of sample sizes directly. Hence, the proposed policy is well suited for implementation in automated decisionsupport tools and for use by other than experts in numerical optimization.
In section 2, we define the stochastic program considered and describe the sample-size selection problem within a VSAA algorithm as a discrete-time optimal-control problem. We show that the algorithm generates a near-optimal solution in finite time almost surely for a broad range of sample-size selections. However, the "best" sample-size selection as defined by the optimal-control problem appears difficult to determine and Section 3 defines an alternative, surrogate optimalcontrol problem that is tractable. The surrogate optimal-control problem depends on unknown parameters that are estimated by procedures described in Section 4. Section 4 also describes the full algorithm which integrates the surrogate optimal-control problem and the parameter estimation procedures within a receding-horizon framework. Section 5 gives a summary of numerical results.
Problem Statements

Stochastic Optimization Problem and Sample Average Approximations
We consider the probability space (Ω, F, IP), with Ω ⊂ IR r and F ⊂ 2 Ω being the Borel sigma algebra, and the random function F :
where IE denotes the expectation with respect to the known probability distribution IP. Moreover, we define the problem
where X ⊂ IR d is a convex compact set. We assume that F (·, ω) is continuous on X for IP-almost every ω ∈ Ω and that there exists a measurable function C : Ω → IR such that IE[C(ω)] < ∞ and
for all x ∈ X and IP-almost every ω ∈ Ω. This implies that f (·) is well-defined and continuous on X (see Theorem 7.43 in [46] ). Hence, the optimal value of P, denoted f * , is defined and finite. We denote the set of optimal solutions of P by X * and the set of ϵ-optimal solutions by X * ϵ , i.e., for any ϵ ≥ 0,
For a general probability distribution IP, we are unable to compute f (x) exactly. Hence, we approximate it using the random sample average function
where ω 1 , ω 2 , ..., ω N is a sample of size N consisting of independent random vectors with distribution IP. In f N (x) as well as in other expressions below, we suppress the dependence on the sample in the notation. Moreover, we denote a random vector and its realization with the same symbol. The meaning should be clear from the context.
Various sample sizes give rise to a family of (random) approximations of P. Let {P N } N ∈II N be this family, where, for any N ∈ II N, the (random) sample average problem P N is defined by
Since f N (·) is continuous on X almost surely, the minimum value of P N , denoted by f * N , is defined and finite almost surely. LetX * N be the set of optimal solutions of P N . In this paper, we aim to approximately solve P by means of approximately solving a sequence of problems of the form P N with varying, well-selected N . We assume that for any N ∈ II N there exists a suitable algorithm for solving P N given by an algorithm map A N : X → X and that A N (·) is a random function defined on the product space Ω × Ω × ... generated by independent sampling from IP. We view f N (·) as defined on the same product space. While we could state the sample-size control problem below without further assumptions, we need the following assumption about uniformly linear convergence of the algorithm map in our solution approach, where we use the abbreviation a.s. for almost surely. We find a similar linear rate of convergence assumption in [30] , which also discusses other rates.
Assumption 1 There exists a constant
for all x ∈ X and N ∈ II N.
When applied to P N , with F (·, ω) being continuously differentiable for IP-almost every ω ∈ Ω, gradient methods based on feasible directions typically satisfy linear rate of convergence under standard assumptions. For example, the projected gradient method with Armijo step size rule progresses at least at a linear rate in all iterations when applied to a smooth, strongly convex problem; see, e.g., Theorem 1.3.18 in [33] . Assumption 1 requires that there exists a uniform rate of convergence coefficient θ that is valid almost surely. This holds, for instance, when there exist two positive numbers λ min and λ max such that the eigenvalues of f N (x), for all x ∈ X and N ∈ II N, belong to the interval [λ min , λ max ] almost surely. In the case of nonconvex problem, one cannot expect Assumption 1 to hold for all x ∈ X but possibly only near a strict local minimum. Hence, we anticipate that the sample size recommendations derived below, which to some extent are based on Assumption 1, are most effective for convex problems and for nonconvex problems at iterates near a strict local minimum. (We examine numerically a nonconvex problem instance in Section 5
and find that the sample size recommendations also are quite effective some distance from a local minimum.)
While we in this paper focus on linearly convergent algorithm maps, the methodology is, in principle, also applicable to superlinearly convergent algorithm maps as a linear rate provides a conservative estimate of the progress of a superlinearly convergent algorithm map. However, it is beyond the scope of the paper to examine this aspect further.
It is well known that under the stated assumption on F (·, ·), independent sampling, and compactness of X, f N (x) converges to f (x) uniformly on X, as N → ∞, almost surely; see for example Theorem 7.48 in [46] . Now suppose that we apply an algorithm map A N (·) to P N . Then under Assumption 1, for any ϵ > 0, a sufficiently large N , and a sufficiently large number of iterations of the algorithm map, one obtains a solution in X * ϵ almost surely. Unfortunately, this simple approach has several drawbacks. First, if ϵ is relatively close to zero, both N and the number of iterations may be large resulting in a high computational cost. Second, since only a single sample is used, it may be difficult to estimate the variability in f * N and, hence, to estimate the quality of the obtained solution. Third, in practice, the algorithm map may only guarantee convergence to a global minimizer of P N when starting sufficiently close to one. In such cases, the use of multiple samples "randomize" the sequence of iterates and therefore may increase the chance to obtain a good local minimum. This effect is not present when we use a single sample.
As argued above, a variable sample size may in part overcome the first drawback of the simple approach. Hence, we consider the approximate solution of a sequence of problems {P N k } ∞ k=1 with typically increasing sample sizes N k . While we could have let the sample for P N k+1 contain the sample for P N k , we let P N k+1 be independent of P N k for all k. This construction addresses the second and third drawbacks discussed above. Hence, we consider the following stagewise approach where at stage k an independent sample of size N k is generated from IP. The sample of a stage is independent of the samples of previous stages. We find a similar stagewise sampling scheme in [15] . After the sample generation, n k iterations with the algorithm map A N k (·), warm started with the solution from the previous stage, are carried out on P N k using the generated sample. Since the iterations are warm started, n k may often be relatively small. We view A N 1 (·), A N 2 (·), ..., and f N 1 (·), f N 2 (·), ... as random functions defined on a common probability spaceΩ generated
by Ω, where any elementω ∈Ω is of the formω = (
..,, j = 1, 2, ..., being the sample for stage k. We denote the corresponding probability bȳ IP and observe that this construction is possible due to the assumption about independence and the Kolmogorov consistency theorem. The approach is described in the following algorithm.
Algorithm 1 (Basic Algorithm for P)
Data. Initial solution x 0 0 ∈ X and sample size bounds
Step 0. Set n 0 = 0, x 1 0 = x 0 0 , and stage counter k = 1.
Step 1a. Determine a sample size
] and a number of iterations n k ≥ 1, which may depend on the previous samples ω 1 , ω 2 , ..., ω k−1 .
Step 1b. Generate an independent sample {ω k j } N k j=1 from IP.
Step 2.
) using the sample generated in Step 1b.
Step 3. Set
, replace k by k + 1, and go to Step 1a.
The following theorem shows that Algorithm 1 generates a near-optimal solution in finite time almost surely under a relatively mild assumption on the selection of sample sizes {N k } ∞ k=1 . The theorem requires the following assumption, which is taken from p. 393 in [46] .
Assumption 2 We assume that the following hold:
valued for all t in a neighborhood of zero.
(ii) There exists a measurable function κ :
for all ω ∈ Ω and x ′ , x ∈ X. 
for all α ∈ (0, 1) and 
for all k ∈ II N. Since the events {sup x∈X |fÑm
by the same arguments as in the proof of Proposition 3.1 of [15] that
which is finite by (8) . Hence, by the first Borel-Cantelli Lemma,Ī P(sup x∈X |fÑm
Second, we examine the error at the end of the k-th stage, which we denote by 
, we obtain that
for any k ≥ k ϵ almost surely. We observe that any sequence
In view of the choice of γ, the conclusion follows.
We observe that the requirement (8) in [15] . In view of Theorem 1, many sample-size selections {(N k , n k )} ∞ k=1 ensure that Algorithm 1 reaches a near-optimal solution in finite time. In this paper, however, we would like to find a selection that approximately minimizes the expected computational cost required in Algorithm 1 to reach a near-optimal solution. We refer to this problem as the sample-size control problem and formulate it as a discrete-time optimal-control problem.
We note that Algorithm 1 resembles the classical batching approach to obtain a lower bound on the optimal value of a stochastic program with recourse [24] . In that case, a number of independent sample average problems P N with a fixed N are solved to optimality. In the present context, we do not assume that F (·, ω) is piecewise linear or has any other structure that allows the solution of P N in finite time. Moreover, we allow a variable and random sample size N k and warm-start stages,
, in an effort to reduce the computing time to obtain a near-optimal solution.
Sample-Size Control Problem
We proceed by defining the sample-size control problem, where we need the following notation.
For any sample of size N ∈ II N and number of iterations n, let A n N (x) denote the iterate after n iterations of the algorithm map A N (·) initialized by x. That is, A n N (x) is given by the recursion A 0 N (x) = x and, for any i = 0, 1, 2, ..., n − 1,
We consider the evolution of Algorithm 1 to be a discrete-time dynamic system governed by the dynamic equation
where
∈ X is the state at the beginning of the k-th stage,
is the control input for the k-th stage, and
, is the disturbance induced at that stage. Clearly, for any k ∈ II N, x k n k is unknown prior to the realization of the samples ω 1 , ω 2 , ..., ω k . We note that since we consider independent sampling across stages and single-point algorithm maps A N (·) (i.e., maps that take as input a single point), it suffices to define the last iterate of a stage as the current state. This ensures that a new sample and the last iterate of a stage is the only required input for computing the iterates of the next stage. Multi-point algorithm maps (i.e., maps that take multiple points as input such as Quasi-Newton methods) would require an expanded state space and are not considered in this paper.
While Algorithm 1 is stated with an open-loop control of the sample size, i.e., {(N k , n k )} ∞ k=1 is selected in advance, we now allow a closed-loop feedback control where the sample size and number of iterations for a stage is determined immediately before that stage based on the observed state at the end of the previous stage. In view of the uncertainty in (12) , feedback control potentially results in better selection of sample sizes and circumvents the difficulty of preselecting sample sizes. Given state x ∈ X, we define the feasible set of controls U (x) as follows: If x ∈ X * ϵ , then U (x) = {(1, 0)}. Otherwise, U (x) = II N × II N. We could also define more restrictive choices of U (x) that ensure growth rules of the form (8), but do not state that in detail here. For notational convenience, we let A N (x) ∈ X * ϵ whenever x ∈ X * ϵ . That is, X * ϵ is a terminal state for the dynamic system (12) . Let c : II N×(II N∪{0}) → [0, ∞) be the computational cost of carrying out one stage. Specifically, c(N, n) is the computational cost of carrying out n iterations of algorithm map A N (·), with c(1, 0) = 0 and
subject to the constraints (12) . (In (13) we slightly abuse notation by allowing c(·, ·) to take a two-dimensional vector as input instead of two scalar values.) Here,Ī E denotes expectation with respect toĪ P. We assume that the cost function c(·, ·) and the policy π satisfy sufficient measurability assumptions so that this expectation is well defined.
For a given initial solution x 0 0 ∈ X, we define the sample-size control problem
where the infimum is over all admissible policies. Conceptually, the solution of SSCP provides an optimal policy that can be used in Steps 1 and 2 of Algorithm 1 to determine the next sample size and number of iterations.
Under certain assumptions including those that ensure that the terminal state X * ϵ is eventually reached with probability one as N → ∞, the optimal value of SSCP is given by Bellman's equation and is computable by value iterations, and a stationary optimal policy exists; see for example Propositions 3.1.1 and 3.1.7 in [5] , volume 2. However, here we focus on the practice task of generating efficient sample size policies and do not examine these issues further. There are four major difficulties with solving SSCP: (i) the set of ϵ-optimal solutions X * ϵ is typically unknown, (ii) the state space X ⊂ IR d is continuous and potentially large-dimensional, (iii) the dynamic equation (12) can only be evaluated by computationally costly calculations, and (iv) the expectation in (13) cannot generally be evaluated exactly. In the next section, we present a control scheme based on a surrogate dynamic model, receding-horizon optimization, and parameter estimation that, at least in part, overcome these difficulties.
Surrogate Sample-Size Control Problem
Instead of attempting to solve SSCP, we construct and solve a surrogate sample-size control problem in the form of a dynamic program. We base the surrogate problem on the asymptotic distributions of the progress made by the algorithm map given a particular control, which we derive next.
Asymptotic Distributions of Progress by Algorithm Map
Given a sample of size N , we consider the progress towards f * N after n iterations of the algorithm map A N (·). It follows trivially from Assumption 1 and optimality of f * N that for any x ∈ X,
We are unable to derive the distribution of f N (A n N (x)), but will focus on its asymptotic distributions as well as those of its upper and lower bounds in (15) . The derivations rely on the following assumptions.
Assumption 3 We assume that
IE[F (x, ω) 2 ] < ∞ for all x ∈ X.
Assumption 4 There exists a measurable function
for all x, x ′ ∈ X and IP-almost every ω ∈ Ω.
Below we need the following notation. Let Y (x), x ∈ X, denote normal random variables with
for any x, x ′ ∈ X. We also let ⇒ denote convergence in distribution.
It is well-known that the lower bound in (15) is typically "near" f * for large N as stated next.
Proposition 1 [45] Suppose that Assumptions 3 and 4 hold. Then,
as N → ∞.
Consequently, if there is a unique optimal solution x * of P, i.e., X * = {x * }, then the lower bound
) (see (15) ) is approximately normal with mean f * and variance σ 2 (x * )/N for large N .
We now turn our attention to the upper bound on f N (A n N (x)). We present two results. The first one is an asymptotic result as N → ∞ for a given n. The second one considers the situation when both N and n increase to infinity. Below we denote a normal random variable with mean m and variance v by N (m, v).
Theorem 2 Suppose that Assumptions 1, 3, and 4 hold and that there is a unique optimal solution
as N → ∞, where
Proof: By (15),
Since P has a unique optimal solution, Theorem 5.7 in [46] implies that
Combining these two results and the continuous mapping theorem (see Theorem 29.2 in [7] ) yield
as N → ∞. The result follows after another application of the continuous mapping theorem.
In view of Theorem 2, we see that the upper bound on f N (A n N (x)) is approximately normal with mean f * + θ n (f (x) − f * ) and variance v n (x)/N for large N . If we relax the assumption of a unique optimal solution of P, we obtain the following asymptotic results as n, N → ∞.
Theorem 3 Suppose that Assumptions 1, 3, and 4 hold and that
as N, n → ∞.
Proof: We only consider (23) as the other case follows by similar arguments. By definition,
The result now follows from Proposition 1, the central limit theorem, and Slutsky's theorem (see, e.g., Exercise 25.7 of [7] ).
Corollary 1 Suppose that Assumptions 1, 3, and 4 hold and that
Then, for any x ∈ X, (25) as N, n → ∞.
Proof: The result follows directly from (15), Proposition 1, and Theorem 3.
In view of Theorem 3, we observe that the upper bound on f N (A n N (x)) is approximately normally distributed with mean f * + θ n (f (x) − f * ) and variance σ 2 (x * )/N for large n and N when
, as n → ∞, we find that the last observation is approximately equivalent to the one after Theorem 2 when n is large. Moreover, Corollary 1 shows that the lower and upper bounds on f N (A n N (x)), and hence also f N (A n N (x)), have approximately the same distribution for large n and N when n is sufficiently large relative to N . In the next subsection, we adopt a conservative approach and use the upper bounds from Theorems 2 and 3 to estimate the progress of the algorithm map for different controls.
Development of Surrogate Sample-Size Control Problem
In this subsection, we model the evolution of the state x k−1 n k−1 using a surrogate dynamic equation based on the previous subsection and a surrogate state obtained by aggregation. We note that behavioral models of algorithmic progress exist for local search algorithms [29] and genetic algorithms [43] . However, these models do not seem to be applicable here. and given a unique optimal solution of P, an
Moreover, if only N k is large, Theorem 2 states that conditional on
, an upper bound on
We note, however, that if σ( (26) and (27) are approx-
is close to x * . The paragraph after Corollary 1 indicates that (26) and (27) are also approximately equal in distribution when n k is large. Consequently, we adopt the simpler expression (26) as we conjecture that for small k,
is far from x * but an efficient policy typically involves a large n k . On the other hand, when k is large,
tends to be close to x * . Hence, (26) appears to be reasonably accurate in the present context.
Ideally, we would have liked to know the distribution of
However, such distributions appear inaccessible and we heuristically approximate them by (26) , with truncation at f * to account for the fundamental relation f (x) ≥ f * for all x ∈ X. Hence, we let
denotes a truncated normally distributed random variable with an underlying normal distribution
), f * , θ, and σ(x * ) had been known at the beginning of the k-th stage, we could
). Moreover, we could use (28) recursively and estimate
In Section 4, we construct estimation schemes for f * , θ, and σ(x * ). Since
is known at the beginning of the k-th stage, we can also estimate f (x k−1
) by a sample average. Hence,
we proceed with (28) as the basis for our model of the evolution of (3)) and there is no need to consider states with smaller values as they would be terminal surrogate states too. We discuss the selection of the other discretization points in Subsection 3.3.
Since (28) is a continuous random variable, we also discretize its support to obtain surrogate state transition probabilities. Specifically, given estimates p f , p * , p θ , and p σ as well as control input (N, n) and current surrogate state ξ i , the next surrogate state is given by the random variable (28) . With small exceptions due to end effects, we set the surrogate state transition probability to surrogate state ξ j to be the probability that this random variable takes on a value in (ξ j−1 , ξ j ]. That is, the surrogate state transition probability from surrogate state ξ i to surrogate state ξ j , given control input (N, n), is expressed as
, and when j = 1 as
It is expressed as
if j = 1 and zero for j > 0 as ξ 1 is a terminal surrogate state. In our implementation, if
, we set that transition probability equal to zero and renormalize the above probabilities.
We define the feasible set of controls R(ξ) in surrogate state ξ ∈ F as follows: iterations. We discuss in Subsection 3.3 how to select these sets. Finally, while SSCP has an infinite horizon, we find it of little value to consider more than a moderate number of stages due to inaccuracy in parameter estimates. Hence, we consider s + 1 stages, where s is given, and include an end cost c end (ξ), which equals zero if ξ = ξ 1 and a large constant otherwise. We use 10 20 in our implementation.
We set the per-stage computational cost function
where the first term models the work to carry out n iterations of the algorithm map A N (·) (see
Step 2 of Algorithm 1), with w > 0 being a parameter that we estimate based on observed run times as described in Subsection 4.1. An alternative polynomial model of computational cost based on linear regression is used in [12] . However, we find (33) reasonable in the present situation as the time required to calculate f N (x) and ∇f N (x) for a given x is linear in N . Hence, the effort required to apply the algorithm map once tends to be linear in N . The second term in (33) accounts for the effort to compute p f , the estimate of
), which is needed to initialize the dynamic evolution of f l as given by the transition probabilities (29)- (32) . This estimate is simply
), where N * is a fixed sample size. We model the effort to carry out this estimation by w * N * , where the parameter w * is estimated based on observed computing times as described in Subsection 4.1. To explicitly indicate the dependence on the parameters w and w * , we write the computational cost function as c(N, n; w, w * ).
We now define the surrogate sample-size control problem. Given a stopping tolerance ϵ > 0 and 
the total surrogate cost function
subject to the initial condition f k = p f and the transition probabilities (29)- (32) . Here, E denotes expectation with respect to those transition probabilities. Then, we define the surrogate sample-size control problem
where the minimum is over all admissible policies. S-SSCP k is essentially a stochastic shortest path problem (see for example [5] , Section 7.2, Vol. 1 and Chapter 2, Vol. 2) with a finite time horizon, where the goal is to reach the terminal surrogate state in minimum expected cost and where the choice of N and n influences the conditional probability mass function of the next surrogate state as given by (29)- (32) . Using an instance of S-SSCP k occurring during the solution of QUAD described in Section 5, Figure 1 illustrates the trade-off between computational effort and a probability mass function that offers good odds for reaching the terminal surrogate state in the next stage or, at least, a much improved surrogate state. For parameters p * = 1329.6, p θ = 0.72, p σ = 308, and ϵ = 1.3, the four subplots of Figure 1 give the probability mass function of the next surrogate state given that the current surrogate state ξ i = 1345.9 for various choices of N and n;
see (29)- (32) . The upper left plot shows the situation for N = 11, 000 and n = 3, which essentially guarantee a move to an improved surrogate state as almost all of the probability mass is below 1345.9. However, the probability of reaching the terminal surrogate state is slim-about 3.5%; see the left most bar. It is much more likely to land in a surrogate state around 1337. The situation is much improved when using N = 11, 000 and n = 17; see the upper right subplot. The larger number of iterations makes it much more likely to reach the terminal surrogate state in the next stage (about 34%). Of course, improved likelihood of termination comes with the an increase in computing effort from N n = 33, 000 in the first subplot to N n = 187, 000. We obtain the more favorable probability mass function by increasing n. Would it be more beneficial to increase the sample size N instead? The bottom right subplot shows the situation for N = 61718 and n = 3, which require similar computing effort as the subplot above. While the variability in the next surrogate state is reduced somewhat, the chance to reach the terminal state is negligible. Clearly, in this instance, it is more favorable to use a relatively large n at the expense of a large N . shows the situation when both N and n are large, which come at a high computational cost, but almost guarantee termination in the next stage.
The next subsection discusses the solution of S-SSCP k .
Solution of Surrogate Sample-Size Control Problem
Since the parameters p f , p * , p θ , p σ , p w , and p * w may not be accurate estimates of the corresponding underlying quantities, we propose to repeatedly reestimate these parameters and resolve S-SSCP k as Algorithm 1 progresses. In our implementation, we opt to restimate and resolve at every stage, but other strategies are obviously also possible. 
S-SSCP
The solution time of S-SSCP k adds to the overall calculation time for Algorithm 1 and, hence, it should not be so large that it offsets the computational savings resulting from the presumably "good" selections of sample sizes given by S-SSCP k . The threshold at which the effort to solve S-SSCP k outweighs its benefits is applications dependent. In complex applications where one iteration of Algorithm 1 may take several hours, as in some engineering applications, a solution time of several minutes for S-SSCP k is insignificant.
However, if one iteration of Algorithm 1 takes only several minutes, then S-SSCP k must be solved quicker. Since the solution time for S-SSCP k is essentially the same for complex as for simple applications, it appears that the benefits of selecting sample sizes according to S-SSCP k would be greater for more complex applications. However, in Section 5, we see that the benefit may also be substantial in the case of relatively simple applications.
In view of the above discussion, it is important, at least in some applications, to ensure that the solution time for S-SSCP k is short by selecting small integers for s, d N , d n , and d f . We next discuss suitable values for F, D N , and D n .
We first consider the set F = {ξ 1 , ξ 2 , ..., ξ d f } of discretized surrogate states. As stated above ξ 1 = p * + ϵ. Next, we include the initial state of S-SSCP k , p f , in F. We see from (28) that it is unlikely to transition from p f to a surrogate state that is much larger than p f . Hence, we set the
We use α f = 0.025. In view of (28) We third consider the set of possible number of iterations D n , which we obtain by evenly discretizing the interval [3, max{10, ⌈log(0.1ϵ/(p f − p * ))/ log p θ ⌉}] and rounding, where ⌈a⌉ denotes the smallest integer no smaller than a. We observe that the upper end of the interval is simply the larger of 10 and the number of iterations required to reach within 0.1ϵ of the optimal value in the presence of no uncertainty and the current parameter estimates.
While the above discretization of the surrogate state space spans the range of interesting surrogate states and the above restriction of possible sample sizes and numbers of iterations span the range of reasonable controls for S-SSCP k , the resolution with which those ranges are discretized may influence the quality of the sample-size policy obtained. The number of stages s that S-SSCP k considers may also influence the policy obtained. We discuss these parameter choices in further detail in Section 5.
The policy found from solving S-SSCP
..., (N k+s , n k+s ). However, we utilize only (N k , n k ) for the k-th stage as our approach is implemented within a receding-horizon framework with parameter estimation and solution of S-SSCP k at each stage. We refer to the resulting policy as the S-SSCP policy. We discuss the estimation of the parameters p f , p * , p θ , p σ , p w , and p * w as well as the full algorithm next.
Parameter Estimation and Full Algorithm
In Algorithm 1, the sample-size selection {(N k , n k )} ∞ k=1 is predetermined. As argued above, it is difficult to make a selection that balances computational effort with sampling accuracy and we therefore turn to S-SSCP k for guidance. In this section, we incorporate S-SSCP k into Algorithm 1 resulting in a new algorithm referred to as Algorithm 2. Algorithm 2 is essentially identical to Algorithm 1 except S-SSCP k determines the sample size and number of iterations of stage k. Since S-SSCP k relies on parameter estimates, we also include subroutines for that estimation.
We recall that Algorithm 1 consists of three main steps: 1) generate a sample of size N k , 2) carrying out n k iterations on a sample average problem with N k sample points, and 3) warm start the next stage with the last iterate of the current stage. In Algorithm 2, Step 1 is expanded into two parts. First, we solve S-SSCP k to obtain N k and n k , and second we generate a sample of size
Step 2 remains unchanged.
Step 3 is expanded to include estimation of p f , p * , p θ , p σ , p w , and p * w for the subsequent surrogate sample-size control problem S-SSCP k+1 , based on iterates and function values observed during stage k. The parameter estimation is carried out using six subroutines. We present these subroutines next followed by a subroutine for initializing Algorithm 2. The section ends with the complete statement of Algorithm 2.
Parameter Estimation Subroutines
After completing n k iterations with sample size N k in stage k of Algorithm 2, the iterates
and function values {f
i=0 are known. We stress that these quantities are not random at that stage. Still, we retain similar notation to earlier when they were random and let the context provide the clarification. We use these quantities as well as recorded computing times of the stage to estimate the parameters p f , p * , p θ , p σ , p w , and p * w for S-SSCP k+1 by means of six subroutines, which we describe in turn.
The standard deviation σ(x * ) is estimated using the following subroutine. Step 1. Compute
Output. Standard deviation estimate p σ .
If x k n k = x * , then p 2 σ obviously would be the standard unbiased estimator of σ(x * ) 2 . However, since this equality cannot be expected to hold, the proximity of p 2 σ to σ(x * ) 2 cannot easily be estimated. Despite this fact, we find that p 2 σ suffices in the present context. We adopt the procedure in [12] 
from the current stage .
Parameter. Tolerance ϵ θ > 0.
Step 0. Set subroutine iteration counter j = 0 and a 0 =θ k .
Step 1. Estimate the minimum value of P N k by computing
Step 2. Solve the least-square problem
Step 3. If |a j+1 − a j | < ϵ θ , setθ = a j+1 and Stop. Else, replace j by j + 1 and go to Step 1.
Output. Rate of convergence coefficient estimateθ.
The following lemma explains Step 1 of Subroutine B and deals with the same probability space as Assumption 1; see the preceding paragraph to that assumption.
Lemma 1 Suppose that Assumption 1 holds for algorithm map
is generated by the recursion
for any i = 0, 1, ..., n − 1, a ∈ [θ, 1), n ∈ II N, and N ∈ II N.
Proof: By Assumption 1 and the fact that a ∈ [θ, 1),
The conclusion then follows by isolating f * N .
It follows from Lemma 1 that if {f
i=0 are generated using an algorithm map that satisfies Assumption 1 with rate of convergence coefficient θ and a j ≥ θ, then Step 1 in Subroutine B averages lower bounds on f *
Step 2 of Subroutine B computes the rate of convergence
i=0 in a least-square sense. Specifically, we use the regression model
after iteration i, where a and b are unknown regression coefficients estimated based on the data set
. Using a logarithmic transformation, we easily obtain the values of the transformed regression coefficients log a and log b by linear least-square regression; see (38) . The corresponding values of a and b are denoted by a j+1 and b j+1 .
Subroutine B is stated in [12] without any proof about its convergence. The authors' incorrectly claim that it provides the correct rate of convergence θ given that the sequence {f
i=0 is exactly linear, i.e., equality holds in Assumption 1. While we find that Subroutine B yields reasonable estimates of the rate of convergence in numerical examples, the situation is more complicated than stated in [12] as the below analysis shows.
We view Subroutine B as a fixed-point iteration and adopt the following notation. Given the
, we view the calculations in Steps 1 and 2 of Subroutine B as a function g : IR → IR that takes as input an estimate a j of the rate of convergence coefficient and returns another estimate a j+1 . We note that g(·) obviously depends on the observations {f
even though it is not indicated by the notation. The properties of g(·) explain the performance of Subroutine B as we see next. The proofs of the below results are given in the appendix due to their lengths. We first show that Steps 1 and 2 of Subroutine B are given by a relatively simple formula.
Proposition 2 Suppose that {f
where n 0 k := ⌊n k /2⌋ + 1, with ⌊n k /2⌋ being the largest integer no larger than n/2, α i := 12(i − n k /2)/(n 3 k + 3n 2 k + 2n k ), and ϕ(a) is as in (37) with a j replaced by a.
Proof: See Appendix.
For notational convenience, we define g(0) = 0 and g(1) = 1. The next theorem states that Subroutine B converges to a fixed point of g(·), which implies that Subroutine B terminates after a finite number of iterations. 
Theorem 4 Suppose that {f
i=0 is exactly linear with rate of convergence coefficient θ N k ∈ (0, 1), then θ N k is a fixed point of g(·) as stated in the follow theorem.
Theorem 5 Suppose that {f
In view of Theorems 4 and 5, we see that Subroutine B converges to a fixed point of g(·) and that the true rate of convergence coefficient is a fixed point of g(·) under the assumption of exact linear rate of convergence. Unfortunately, there may be more than one fixed point of g(·) and, hence, we cannot guarantee that Subroutine B converges to the rate of convergence coefficient from an arbitrary starting point. For example, if n k = 20, θ = 0.15, and θ N k . In our numerical tests, we find that the range of sufficiently close starting points is typically rather wide as in the example given above. This experience appears consistent with that of [12] . 
Theorem 6 Suppose that {f
It appears that Theorem 6 also holds for θ N k ∈ (0.99, 1). However, the verification of this requires a large computational effort as can be deduced from the proof of Theorem 6, which we have not carried out.
In view of Theorems 4, 5, and 6, we see that Subroutine B terminates in finite time under weak assumptions and it obtains the correct rate of convergence coefficient under somewhat stronger assumptions.
We next present a subroutine for estimating f * based on a weighted average of estimates of 
Step 1. Compute an estimate of f *
Step 2. Computef *
Output. Optimal value estimatef * k+1 .
Step 1 of Subroutine C is the same as in [12] and in view of Lemma 1 provides a lower bound on
. The next result shows thatf * k+1 , on average, is a lower bound on f * under certain assumptions. (Similar lower bounds on the optimal value are determined in [28, 24] .) Using a lower bound, we tend to conservatively estimate the computational effort needed to reach a near-optimal solution of P .
Proposition 3 Suppose that {f
) for all i = 0, 1, 2, ... and some rate of convergence coefficient
where E denotes the expectation with respect to the random sample of stage k.
Proof: We deduce from Lemma 1 thatm k ≤ f * N k a.s. Hence, using the fact that E[f * N ] ≤ f * for all N ∈ II N, see, e.g., [24] , we obtain that
Under stronger assumptions, we also determine the asymptotic distribution off * k+1 .
Proposition 4 Suppose that Assumptions 3 and 4 hold, that P has a unique optimal solution
x * ∈ X, and that {f
) for some rate of convergence coefficients θ N l ∈ (0, 1) and for all i = 0, 1, 2, ..., n l − 1 and l = 1, 2, ..., k. Let 
In view of Proposition 4,f * k+1 is approximately normally distributed with mean f * and variance σ 2 (x * )/ 
Subroutine D (Computes estimate f
Input. Verification sample size N * and last iterate x k n k .
Step 1. Generate an independent sample {ω * j } N * j=1 from IP.
Step 2. Compute the sample average
Output.
Subroutine D uses the standard sample average estimator to estimate f (x k n k ). Under Assumption 3, the central limit theorem states that for a given
The next subroutine deals with the computational work parameters.
Subroutine E (Computes estimates of computational work parameters w and w * )
Input. Time t k required to compute iterates during stage k and time t * k to verify the last function value of stage k as well as corresponding sample size N k , iteration number n k , and verification sample size N * .
Step 1. 
Output. Estimated computational work parameters
Step 1. Iff
) and p * =f * k+1 , and surrogate optimality status to "suboptimal." 
, which both represent shifting one standard deviation in the respective directions; see Proposition 4 and the discussion after Subroutine D. If either the original parameter estimates or the conservative ones predict that a near-optimal solution is not reached, we label the current solution "suboptimal" according to the surrogate model. Of course, a truly near-optimal solution may be labeled "suboptimal" due to the uncertainty and approximations in the surrogate model. If both the original and the conservative estimates predict a near-optimal solution, we label the situation "optimal." Again, we stress that this does not imply that the current solution is nearly optimal. It merely indicates that the surrogate model has reached the terminal surrogate state and can therefore not be used to generate a sample size and a number of iterations for the next stage. In this case, as we see in the statement of Algorithm 2 below, we resort to a default policy for determining sample size and number of iterations.
Initialization Subroutine
The final subroutine determines parameters for S-SSCP 1 , the first surrogate sample-size control problem to be solved at the beginning of Stage 1 of Algorithm 2. Step 1. Generate an independent sample {ω 0 j } N 0 j=1 from IP.
and corresponding variance estimatê
Step 3.
Output. Parameter estimates p f , p * , and p σ .
Step 3 of Subroutine 0 computes a likely conservative estimate of f (x 0 0 ) by adding one standard deviation to the unbiased estimate f N 0 (x 0 0 ).
Step 3 also computes a rudimentary estimate of f * . If problem specific information is available, the initial estimate of f * may be improved.
Full Algorithm
Combining S-SSCP k and the above subroutines with Algorithm 1, we obtain Algorithm 2. Below, we indicate in parenthesis after a subroutine name the input parameters used in that subroutine.
Algorithm 2 (Adaptive Algorithm for P)
Data. Optimality tolerance ϵ > 0; initial sample size N 0 ∈ II N; verification sample size N * ; default sample size factor γ N > 0; default iteration number γ n ∈ II N; smoothing parameter α θ ∈ [0, 1]; initial estimate of rate of convergence coefficientθ 1 ; initial solution x 0 0 ∈ X; initial estimate of work coefficients p w and p * w .
Step 0. Run Subroutine 0(N 0 , x 0 0 ) to obtain p f , p * , and p σ . Set p θ =θ 1 , x 1 0 = x 0 0 , and stage counter k = 1.
Step 1a. Solve S-SSCP k (p f , p  *  , p θ , p σ , p w , p  * w , ϵ) to obtain N k and n k .
) using the sample generated in Step 1b. Let t k denote the time to compute these iterates.
Step 3a.
Step 3b.
) to obtainθ, and setθ k+1 = α θθ + (1 − α θ )θ k and p θ =θ k+1 .
Step 3c.
Step 3d.
). Let t * k be the time required to run this subroutine.
Step 3e. Run Subroutine E(t k , t * k , N k , n k , N * ) to obtain p w and p * w .
Step 3f.
to obtain surrogate optimality status and parameter estimates p f and p * . Set
If surrogate optimality status is "suboptimal," then go to Step 1a.
Else (surrogate optimality status is "optimal"), set N k = ⌈γ N N k−1 ⌉ and n k = γ n and go to
Step 1b.
In
Step 3b of Algorithm 2, the estimated rate of convergence coefficient is modified in view of previous estimates using exponential smoothing. Consequently, we avoid large fluctuations in this estimate. In Step 3f, Algorithm 2 resorts to a default policy defined by the parameters γ N and γ n when the surrogate sample-size control problem believes the current iterate satisfies the required tolerance.
Algorithm 2 is identical to Algorithm 1 except that the sample sizes and numbers of iterations are selected in a particular manner using S-SSCP k . The underlying probability spaceΩ of Algorithm 1 is also augmented with Ω N * ×Ω N * ×... for Algorithm 2 to account for the verification sample size; see Subroutine D. Since this change in probability space is trivial to account for in Theorem 1, it follows that if the assumptions of that theorem are satisfied, then Algorithm 2 converges almost surely to a near-optimal solution. We note that it is straightforward to impose restrictions on the values of {N k , n k } ∞ k=1 in S-SSCP k required by Theorem 1 through the construction of the sets D N and D n .
Computational Studies
In this section, we examine numerically the S-SSCP policy and compare it with practical alternatives, including the asymptotically optimal policy of the recent paper [30] . Specifically, we compare the computing time required to obtain a near-optimal solution by Algorithm 2 using different sample-size selection policies in Step 1a. As mentioned in Section 1, stochastic programs may also be solved by algorithms not based on SAA and VSAA. However, in this paper we do not compare across algorithmic frameworks and focus on efficient sample-size selection within VSAA when applied to smooth stochastic programs.
We implement Algorithm 2 in Matlab Version 7.4 and run the calculations on a laptop computer with 2.16 GHz processor, 2 GB RAM, and Windows XP operating system, unless otherwise stated.
We use one iteration of the projected gradient method with Armijo step size rule (see, e.g., p. 67 of [33] ) as the algorithm map A N (·). The quadratic direction finding problem in the projected gradient method is solved using LSSOL [10] as implemented in TOMLAB 7.0 [14] .
In all computational tests, we use parameters α = 0.5 and β = 0.8 in Armijo step size rule (see p. 67 of [33] ) as well as exponential smoothing parameter α θ = 1/3 in Step 3b of Algorithm 2 and tolerance ϵ θ = 0.0001 in Subroutine B. We use initial sample size N 0 = 1000, default sample size factor γ N = 1.1, default iteration number γ n = 3, and initial estimate of rate of convergence coefficientθ 1 = 0.9. Our initial computational work parameters p w and p * w are 3 and 1, respectively.
Numerical Examples
We consider the following four problem instances. The first instance is a constructed example of P with known optimal solution. The second instance arises in investment portfolio optimization, the third in military and civilian search and rescue operations, and the fourth in engineering design with multiple performance functions. The second and fourth problem instances illustrate that Algorithm 2 may be used even if F (·, ω) is nonsmooth, when proper approximations are used.
Problem Instance QUAD
Problem instance QUAD is defined in terms of 
Even though solvable without VSAA, we use this simple problem instance to illustrate our approach. We set x 0 0 = 0 ∈ IR 20 and use relative optimality tolerance 0.001, i.e., ϵ = 0.001p * in Algorithm 2.
Problem Instance PORTFOLIO
The second problem instance, PORTFOLIO, is taken from [22] and arises in optimization of in- This results in the objective function (see [22, 36] )
where x = (x 1 , x 2 , ..., x d ) ′ , with x d ∈ IR being an auxiliary decision variable, and t ∈ (0, 1) is a probability level. The feasible region
We use d = 101 and t = 0.9.
The expression inside the expectation in (50) is not continuously differentiable everywhere for IP-almost every ω ∈ Ω. We overcome this difficulty by smoothing that expression using exponential smoothing with smoothing parameter 10 3 ; see [1, 52, 37, 31] for other applications of this approach as well as associated theory. This results in an error in function evaluation due to smoothing of less than 7 · 10 −4 for all x ∈ IR 101 and ω ∈ IR 100 . This problem instance illustrates that also nonsmooth problems may be solved approximately by Algorithm 2. Of course, as pointed out in [22] , this instance of P can be reformulated as a conic-quadratic programming problem and solved directly without the use of VSAA. Hence, this is a convenient test instance as we are able to verify using cvx [11] that the solutions obtained by Algorithm 2 are indeed nearly optimal.
We use initial solution x 0 0 = (0, 0, ..., 0, 1, 0, 0...., 0, −1) ′ , where the 65-th component equals 1. In our data, the 65-th instrument has the largest expected return. Hence, the initial solution is the one with the largest expected portfolio return. We also set ϵ = 0.05p * . We implement this problem instance in Matlab Version 7.9 and run the calculations on a laptop computer with 2.26 GHz processor, 3.5 GB RAM, and Windows XP operating system.
Problem Instance SEARCH
The next problem instance generalizes a classical problem arising in search and detection applications. Consider an area of interest divided into d cells. A stationary target is located in one of the cells. A priori information gives that the probability that the target is in cell i is p i , i = 1, 2, . .., d,
The goal is to optimally allocate one time unit of search effort such that the probability of not detecting the target is minimized (see, e.g., p. 5-1 in [51] ). We generalize this problem and consider a random search effectiveness in cell i per time unit. We let 
The decision variables are constrained by
We consider d = 100 cells. This problem instance, referred to as SEARCH, is convex. We observe that the expectation in the objective function can be computed by (numerically) solving d one-dimensional integrals. However, our goal is to illustrate Algorithm 2, which is based on VSAA, so we do not pursue that avenue. For this problem instance, we use x 0 0 = (1/100, ..., 1/100) ′ ∈ IR 100 and use relative optimality tolerance 0.001, i.e., ϵ = 0.001p * in Algorithm 2.
Problem Instance TRUSS
The last problem instance deals with the design of a truss structure with topology given in Figure   2 . The truss is subject to a random load L in its mid-span. L is lognormally distributed with mean 100 kN and standard deviation 10 kN. Let S i be the yield stress of member i. 
The design vector
, where x i is the cross-section area (in 1000 mm 2 ) of member i. The truss fails if any of the members exceed their yield stress and, hence, the probability of failure is P [
, where ζ i = 1/(2 √ 3) for i = 1, 2, and ζ i = 1/ √ 3 for i = 3, 4, ..., 7 (see [41] for details). Using the approach in [41] , see also [39] , we find that this probability of failure can be approximated with high accuracy by
where ρ > 0 is an approximation parameter set equal to 20, χ 2 8 (·) is the Chi-square cumulative distribution function with 8 degrees of freedom, ω is an eight-dimensional random vector of independent standard normal random variables obtained from the original random variables (L, S 1 , . .., S 7 ) using a Nataf probability transformation, and r i (·, ω) is a smooth distance function. The function (53) is of form (1) and is continuously differentiable under moderate assumptions [39] . As in the case of PORTFOLIO, the expression inside the brackets in (53) is not continuously differentiable everywhere for IP-almost every ω ∈ Ω. We again overcome this difficulty by smoothing that expression using exponential smoothing with smoothing parameter 10 7 ; see [35] . This results in an error in function evaluation due to smoothing of less than 2 · 10 −7 for all x ∈ IR 7 and ω ∈ Ω. As the problem instance is not known to be convex, it illustrates that that the proposed approach may be effective in such cases too. The goal in this design problem, denoted TRUSS, is to minimize f (x) subject
We use x 0 0 = (3/7, ..., 3/7) ′ ∈ IR 7 and ϵ = 0.05p * .
Computational Results
We apply Algorithm 2 with different sample-size selection policies to the four problem instances.
The measure of performance of a policy is the computing time in Algorithm 2 until the first time
at the end of the stage. Here, ϵ > 0 is the required tolerance and z 1−αs is the 1 − α s quantile of the standard normal cumulative distribution function. We use α s = 0.05 in our tests. The left-hand side in (54) is motivated as follows.
are independent when the sample used to compute f N * (x) is independent of those used to computef * k+1 . Hence, in view of Proposition 4 and the discussion after Subroutine D, f N * (x) −f * k+1 is approximately normally distributed with mean
] is an approximate 100(1 − α s )% confidence interval for f (x) − f * . We include the max-operator in the expression for this interval as f (x) − f * ≥ 0 for any x ∈ X. The assumptions underlying this confidence interval are not fully satisfied in the context of Algorithm 2 for three reasons. First, σ(x) and σ(x * ) are assumed known, which may not be the case. Second, since we are interested in x = x k n k , the final iterate of the k-th stage, and x k n k is generated using the same samples as those underlyingf
andf * k+1 may not be independent. Third, we check the confidence interval after the completion of each stage in Algorithm 2, which implies sequential testing that may introduce a bias not accounted for in the confidence interval. In spite of these facts, we heuristically adopt the confidence interval with σ(x) and σ(x * ) replaced by the standard deviation estimate p σ as the basis for our stopping criterion, which leads to (54). Consequently, we cannot guarantee that the left-hand side in (54) attains the stipulated coverage probability. However, we find empirically that the coverage probabilities are satisfactory. Specifically, Algorithm 2 stops, using (54), with an x k n k that fails to satisfy f (x k n k ) − f * ≤ ϵ in only 1% of 320 independent runs on QUAD, which is well within the 5% indicated by the confidence level 0.95. While not tested as comprehensively, the stopping criterion performs well also on the other problem instances. On PORTFOLIO, the stopping criterion never stops prematurely on 82 runs. It stops prematurely 1 time out of 90 and 0 times out of 90 for SEARCH and TRUSS, respectively, also well within the requested 5%.
The proximity to optimality of a solution obtained by Algorithm 2 could also be estimated using an optimality function [37] , a hypothesis test of Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions [47] , and 12 are averages over ten runs of Algorithm 2 when applied to QUAD, PORTFOLIO, SEARCH, and TRUSS, respectively. Standard deviations across the ten runs are listed in columns 7, 9, 11, and 13.
optimality gap estimate based on replications [28, 24] . However, we do not pursue those avenues here as (54) appears sufficient for our purpose of compare different sample-size selection policies.
In view of (54) and the fact that α s = 0.05, we select N * so that the variability in
is relatively small. Hence, we set N * = ⌈(σ 1 z 0.95 /(ϵ/2)) 2 ⌉, which is the smallest sample size that
and there is no uncertainty in f * k+1 , i.e., Table 1 gives total computing times in seconds to Using the same 10 independent runs of Algorithm 2 as in Table 1, rows 3-5 of Table 2 give the average computing times in seconds over the 10 runs for Algorithm 2 applied to QUAD and PORTFOLIO, excluding the time of Step 1a to solve S-SSCP k . (The remaining rows of Table 2 are discussed below.) Standard deviations of the times are given in columns 5 and 7. We find only a moderate variability across rows 3-5 in Table 2 Table 3 presents similar results as Table 2 , but for problem instances SEARCH and TRUSS.
Using the same 10 independent runs of Algorithm 2 as in Table 1, rows 3-5 of Table 3 present the average computing times in seconds over the 10 runs for Algorithm 2 excluding the time of Step 1a to solve S-SSCP k . Again, there is only a moderate variability in computing times across rows [3] [4] [5] in Table 3 Hence, we conjecture that the time to obtain the S-SSCP policy is negligible in many applications.
We next compare the S-SSCP policy with other reasonable alternatives. Rows 6-8 of Table   2 give times on QUAD and PORTFOLIO for an "additive policy" where N 1 = N * /1000 and Table 2 and elsewhere we indicate in brackets the number of terminations within a time limit, here one hour, when less than 10. Rows 18-29 follow policies deduced from the recommendation in [30] . Specifically, from an N 1 given in column The number of iterations carried out at each stage is determined adaptively. For QUAD, which is unconstrained, the stage ends when the estimated distance
∥ to an optimal solution is no greater than K/ √ N k as recommended in [30] . For constrained problems such as PORTFOLIO, no recommendation is given and we use the distance between the current solution and a minimizer over X of a quadratic model of f N k (·) at the current solution as an estimate of the distance to an optimal solution. Column 2 of rows 18-29 gives values of K. The policies of rows 18-29 are asymptotically optimal in a sense defined in [30] . We note that N * /1000 Step 1a when applied to SEARCH and TRUSS. Averages are only over runs completed within 15000 seconds. If less than 10 runs finished within that time limit, we report the number that did finish in brackets.
is typically around 600 and 100 for QUAD and PORTFOLIO, respectively. In all cases, N k is set to 3,000,000, if the above policies propose a sample size of larger than 3,000,000.
We see from Table 2 that the S-SSCP policies are often significantly better than the alternative ones for both problem instances. The first additive policy on QUAD (see row 6 of Table 2 ) appears to be reasonably efficient and competitive with S-SSCP medium. On PORTFOLIO, the three additive policies are competitive. Other alternative policies, however, may require as much as an order of magnitude more computing time. The alternative policies deduced from the recommendation in [30] (see rows 18-29 in Table 2 ) may result in poor computing times, especially for PORTFOLIO where only two instances solve within the time limit. It appears that the policies in [30] have a tendency to "over-solve" each stage. This follows as a consequence from the difficulty of accurately estimating the distance to an optimal solution. Table 4 gives estimates of the value of f (·) at the final iterate of Algorithm 2 for the interesting cases in Table 2 using an independent sample of size 500, 000, which result in small estimator errors (95% confidence interval halfwidth of 0.8 and 0.002 for QUAD and PORTFOLIO, respectively).
We report both average estimates over the 10 runs (columns 4 and 6) as well as standard deviations (columns 5 and 7). Since f * + ϵ equals 1348.8 for QUAD and −0.335 for PORTFOLIO, Table 4 indicates that all the cases that terminated by (54) return solutions within the required tolerance.
On PORTFOLIO, not all policies terminate within one hour, but we still report the estimated function values at that time. situation is similar for the multiplicative policy with factor 2, n k = 10, and N 1 = N * /1000; see columns 6-7. For the multiplicative policies with factor 1.1, K = 1, and N 1 = 100 (columns [8] [9] and with factor 1.5, K = 1, and N 1 = N * /1000 (columns 10-11), we find that the adaptive rule for determining the number of iterations for each stage tends to result in high values of n k . Hence, the algorithm "over-solves" each stage, which may result in long computing times. Also, the number of stages may become excessive if the multiplicative factor is small; see columns 8-9. We observe similar behaviors to those in Table 5 for the other problem instances.
Returning to Table 3 , we see that also in the case of SEARCH and TRUSS the alternative policies perform poorly. Here, we do not examine the policies from [30] due to their poor performance in Table 2 . On SEARCH, the S-SSCP policies appear to be the fastest, but one additive policy (row 6) and one multiplicative policy (row 12) are competitive. On the problem instance TRUSS (see columns 6 and 7 of Table 3 ), the S-SSCP policies again outperform most alternative policies with two additive policies (rows 6 and 7) being competitive. The fastest additive policy on average, however, has a larger standard deviations (coefficient of variations of roughly 1.1) than that of the S-SSCP policies (coefficient of variation of 0.7 on average). Hence, the user of that additive policy is exposed to a significant risk of having a long computing time even with this "good" policy.
We observe that the best alternative policy for SEARCH (see row 12 of Table 3 ) is only the fifth best alternative policy for TRUSS. Hence, as could be expected, a good alternative policy for one problem instance may not be particularly good for another. Of course, this makes the process of selecting a policy manually or by trial-and-error rather difficult. Table 6 gives estimates of the value of f (·) at the final iterate of Algorithm 2 when applied to SEARCH and TRUSS, again using a sample of size 500, 000 (which gives 95% confidence interval halfwidth of 0.0002 and 0.0006 for SEARCH and TRUSS, respectively). We report both average estimates over the 10 runs (columns 4 and 6) as well as standard deviations (columns 5 and 7).
Since f * + ϵ equals 0.5619 for SEARCH and 0.0241 for TRUSS, Table 6 indicates that all the cases return solutions within the required tolerance.
In view of the above results, we see that even on simple problem instances a poor choice of sample-size selection policy may result in extremely long computing times. Moreover, the recommendations from [30] , which are based on asymptotic analysis of sampling error and algorithmic progress, may not be helpful in practice. In fact, on the problem instances examined, these rec- 
Conclusions
We considered the solution of smooth stochastic programs by sample average approximations and formulated the problem of selecting efficient sample sizes as a discrete-time optimal-control problem that aims to minimize the expected computing time to reach a near-optimal solution. The optimalcontrol problem is intractable, but we approximate it by a surrogate sample-size control problem using state aggregation and the result of a novel model of algorithmic behavior. The surrogate sample-size control problem depends on unknown parameters that we estimate as the algorithm progresses. Hence, we solve the surrogate sample-size control problem repeatedly within a recedinghorizon framework.
Even with estimates of parameters, the surrogate sample-size control problem provides a policy for selecting sample sizes and number of iterations that outperforms most plausible alternative policies including policies known to be optimal in some asymptotic sense. The surrogate samplesize control problem provides a policy that appears to be robust to changing characteristics of problem instances such as ill-conditioning. In comparison, the alternative policies may result in dramatically varying computing times. Of course, we do not examine all possible policies in this paper, among which there is likely to be some that are better than the surrogate sample-size control policy. However, we illustrate the difficulty a user faces when selecting a policy prior to calculations. We also show that guidance provided by recommendations in the literature may not be helpful in practice. The approach derived in this paper eliminates the need for users to select a policy through extensive trial-and-error or guesswork and, hence, facilitates implementation of stochastic programming algorithms in decision-support tools. 
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Appendix
This appendix includes proofs of results in Section 4.
Proof of Proposition 2. By assumption, for any i = 0, 1, ..., n k − 1 and a ∈ (0, 1)
for any i = 0, 1, ..., n k and a ∈ (0, 1). Consequently, the logarithmic transformation of the data in
Step 2 of Subroutine B is permissable when a j ∈ (0, 1) and regression coefficients log a j+1 and log b j+1 , j = 0, 1, ..., are given by the standard linear least-square regression formulae. Specifically,
Since the denominator in (57) simplifies to (n 3 k + 3n 2 k + 2n k )/12, we obtain using the definition of
We find that
and consequently
By definition,
where we use the fact that α n k /2 = 0 when n k is an even number. The expression for g(·) then follows by combining the two products. The positivity of g(a j ) follows trivially from (56), as
.., n k . Hence, it follows that g(a) < 1. Proof of Theorem 4. We first show that the derivative dg(a)/da exists and is positive on (0, 1).
For any a ∈ (0, 1) and i = n 0 k , n 0 k + 1, ..., n k , let h i : (0, 1) → IR be defined by
By (56), h i (a) > 0 for any a ∈ (0, 1) and i = n 0 k , n 0 k + 1, ..., n k and consequently
By straightforward derivation we obtain that
= g(a)
Since 
Since dg(a j + s j (a j+1 − a j ))/da > 0, it follows that {a j } ∞ j=0 generated by Subroutine B initialized with a 0 ∈ (0, 1) is either strictly increasing or strictly decreasing. That is, if a 0 < a 1 , then a j < a j+1 for all j ∈ II N. If a 0 > a 1 , then a j > a j+1 for all j ∈ II N. Hence, a j → a * as j → ∞. Similarly, g(a j ) ∈ (0, 1) by Proposition 2 and there must exists a convergent subsequence of {g(a j )} ∞ j=0 that convergence to a point g * ∈ [0, 1]. Since a j+1 = g(a j ), {g(a j )} ∞ j=0 is either strictly increasing or strictly decreasing and therefore g(a j ) → g * , as j → ∞. Since a j+1 = g(a j ) for all j ∈ II N and converges.
Proof of Theorem 5. Since f
) for all i = 0, 1, 2, ...,
It then follows by (60) that 
Since
we obtain that
If n k is even, then using (59) we find that If n k is odd, then using (59) we find that 2 k + 2n k ) = (3/2)(n k + 1)/(n k (n k + 2)).
Since 1/(n k + 1) < (n k + 1)/(n k (n k + 2)),
for all n k = 2, 3, ....
The first multiplicative term in (69) decomposes as follows:
Since 1/(1 − θ i ′ N k ) ≤ 1/(1 − θ N k ) for any i ′ ∈ II N, we obtain from (69) using (70) and (71) that
Using the mean of the geometric distribution, we deduce that 
Obviously, for θ N k ∈ (0, 1), γ(θ N k ) = dg(θ N k )/da. Straightforward derivation yields that
Hence, for any θ max ∈ (0, 1), [7] ), it then follows that for all l = 1, 2, ..., k,
as S k → ∞.
Since the sequences {f N l (x l i )} n l i=0 , l = 1, 2, ..., k, converge exactly linearly with coefficientθ l+1 , it follows that the minimization in (43) can be ignored andm l = f * N l , l = 1, 2, ..., k. Using the recursive formula forf * k+1 in Step 2 of Subroutine C, we find thatf
Consequently,
It then follows by the continuous mapping theorem and the independence of samples across stages
as S k → ∞. The conclusion then follows from the fact that
